
Will AI replace 

humans

Probably not.
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Are we 

going to 
cooperate?

Yes.

Povzetek



"AI isn't here to replace us; it's here to enhance us. 

Together, humans and AI can achieve greater 

heights than either could alone.”

by Chat GTP 3.5

2.0 Intro
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Sergej Zlahtic 
CTO

Helping clients to speed up processes 

with visualization.

Not generated with AI
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Intro

What is AI? Artificial intelligence is the 

science of making machines 
that can think like humans. It 
can do things that are 

considered "smart." AI 
technology can process large 

amounts of data in ways, 
unlike humans. The goal for AI 
is to be able to do things 

such as recognize patterns, 

make decisions, and judge 

like humans.



AI levels

(AI) is the simulation of human intelligence 

processes by machines, especially computer 
systems.

Task-Specific AI

Human-Level AI

Advanced or Hyperintelligent AI

AI-Driven Transformation



IBM Watson for Oncology

AI-Powered Trading Apps

AI created headlines for MSN news

Tesla's Autopilot Feature

Microsoft’s AI Chatbot Tay Turns 

Offensive

Not AI but 

advertised as it is



Effected 

Industries
Finance and Banking

Media and Marketing

Legal services



AI not there

Manufacturing and factory workers

Agriculture

Healthcare



Ethics

Regulation and Policy

Ethical AI Frameworks

Public Awareness and Education

AI Auditing and Transparency

Collaboration and Advocacy

How countries around the world are trying to regulate AI



Poisoning 

AI data

People fighting back

How countries around the world are trying to regulate AI



Poisoning 

AI data

People fighting back

How countries around the world are trying to regulate AI
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What can we 

do to prepare 

ourself for AI 

usage?

- Think about AI as collaborative Mind 

- Learn fundamentals of AI
- Learn about new tools and update your processes
- Prepare yourself and improve learning solving skills

- Adaptability to technology
- Strong communication skills to learn communication with AI

How we start 

with adaptation

- Using of AI daily

- Find new solutions for everyday tasks
- Developing new tools for our customers and our production
- Setup AI accounts inside company and encourage people to 

use it.

How can we prepare



2.1 AI production
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What we are doing



Product

Story Board 
Preparation

Description

Every animation project 

need a story board and 

good project management.



Useful links
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Google's DeepMind Co-founder: AI Is 

Becoming More Dangerous And Threatening! 

- Mustafa Suleyman

How will AI change the world? How AI Could Empower Any Business

Useful Links
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Tronog Instagram


